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AUTOMATING THE RETURNS PROCESS
Improving efficiency by implementing automated sorting systems
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Brief Overview of Recommendation
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Executive Summary
1

2
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Problem

Recommendation

Outcomes

The returns process at
Walmart has not reached its
full potential. The process is
not only slow but also costly
for Walmart.

Reducing Walmart’s costs
through automating the
entire sorting process of the
returns received, while
improving the customer
experience.

Walmart will be able to get
products back to the shelves
after they have been returned
much sooner and save money
during this process.

The current returns process at Walmart is inefficient as there are too many people doing basic tasks that can be done by a
machine. A prime example of this is during the sorting process where three employees sort through hundreds of products
based on their department. This can easily be automated by a machine.
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The Current Process for Employees to Sort Through Returns

Stages of Sorting
The returns employee receives
and authorizes the return from
the customer.

The sorting employees sort the
items that have been received
from the returns employee.

Items Received

Items Sorted

Items Placed in
Buckets

Items Transferred
to Trolleys
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The employee places the item into one
of the eight buckets depending on the
department it has been sorted into.

Once the bucket of a department is full, the
sorting employee empties the bucket into a trolley
designated to that department which is then sent
for reshelving.
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Walmart’s current sorting process is inefficient
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Challenges

Time
As of now, it takes an employee
20 seconds to sort each item on
average. This includes tasks like
picking up the product and
placing it into a bucket.

Money
Walmart is paying their
employees $13/hour to do
basic tasks such as sorting which is not the best use of
Walmart’s resources.

Customer Experience

Sales

Customers have to suffer
because items aren’t being put
back on shelves as soon as they
should be. Customers can get
easily frustrated when they can’t
find a product they are looking
for.

Currently, sales are lost as
items are left in the returns
department which customers
would have purchased had
they been on shelves, directly
affecting Walmart’s revenue.
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The Solution
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Automated Sorting System

Modular Design

Conveyor Belt
From the moment the item is

.

placed on the conveyor belt to the
time it is dropped off in the last bin

1

3

The modular design allows for

.

sections to be easily added or
removed based upon the needs

is 11.5 seconds, 70% faster than a

and dof the Walmart location.

human.

Barcode Scanner

Movable Bins

The device scans barcodes within
0.5 seconds and contains

.

information on which department

The movable bins are placed

2

4

underneath
each section of the
.
conveyor belt so that it can collect

the item belongs to so that it is

all the items from the conveyor

correctly delivered.

belt and be sent for reshelving.
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Our Solution: Automating the Sorting Process
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Part 1: Process of Installation

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

The conveyor belt is
installed with 8 different
modular sections. Each
section of the belt will be
used to slide products into
the 8 different department
bins.

A barcode scanner is set
up near the beginning of
the conveyor belt which
is where the items will
start to come from.

Alongside each of the 8
sections of the conveyor
belt, there is a movable bin
which can collect the items
that are being dropped by
the conveyor belt.

In this part of the process, the installation will occur within the Walmart Store. The conveyor belt and the bar code scanner along with
assembly and shipping will cost a total of $70,000. In all 410 stores nationwide it will cost Walmart $28.7 M.
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Our Solution: Automating the Sorting Process
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Part 2: Process of Operation

This process of operation will highlight the entire process of our solution through the customer's point of view. This process is
actually saving Walmart $29M in the first year and $56M for the next 4 years, resulting in savings of $255 M for the first 5 years
in Canada alone and it is also drastically improving the time taken to sort through items (see the data on the next slide). The
amount of time that Walmart will be saving in a day on sorting will be 7.2 hours.

Verify Return

Into Machine

Scanning

Sorting

Reshelving

Customer gives receipt and
item to the returns
employee. Then the returns
employee authorizes
returns based on the
requirements set out by
Walmart.

The returns employee
places the item on the
conveyor with the barcode
facing upwards for the
machine to scan it.

The item is scanned through
its barcode. The barcode
provides all the necessary
information such as product
details and department to
aid in the process of sorting.

Items are sent to the
corresponding part of the
conveyor belt so that the
machine can drop products
into movable bins based on
its department.

Once the bin is full, it is
removed and replaced by
the reshelving employee for
that department with a new
bin. The products are
reshelved and the process
repeats.
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The Data
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How Much Will Walmart Be Saving?
Employee Costs Machine Costs

Savings

Year 1

$58,363,500

$28,700,000

$29,663,500

Year 2

$58,363,500

$2,050,000

$56,313,500

Year 3

$58,363,500

$2,050,000

$56,313500

Year 4

$58,363,500

$2,050,000

$56,313,500

Year 5

$58,363,500

$2,050,000

$56,313,500

Total

$291,817,500

$36,900,000

$254,917,500

The above table shows the comparison between how much Walmart is currently and how much our solution will cost for 1-5 years. As of now, Walmart
spends $142,350 per store on the sorting process alone which is equivalent to 3 employee salaries at $13/hour. However, our solution is only a $70,000
investment for the installation of the machine. We also see that the annual maintenance cost will be $5,000. This maintenance cost will gradually decrease
as the technology will start to get smoother and as Walmart gains more experience with this change.
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Case Studies
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A Bit of Background

Denver Public Library
Denver Public Library has implemented a similar
solution in their library for book returns. Here, books
are being sorted by genre which is similar to how the

.

items at Walmart are sorted by department. The library
uses a hybrid of RFID tag scanners along with a
standard barcode scanner - however; our solution uses
barcode scanners instead which is much cheaper.

Libraries all over America
Over 12,000 libraries in America are already
implementing automated returns systems with
thousands more to implement it in the next 5 years.
This solution makes sense. It saves money and the
proof is in the numbers.
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Next Steps

How Can Walmart Implement the Solution?
Automated Sorting Company: Libramation

1

An Alberta based company that works on Automated Circulation Technology (ACT) for returns and sorting.
Contact:
Phone: 1 888 809 0099
Email: info@libramation.com
Website: http://www.libramation.com/

Product Information and Demo
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Request product information for the automated circulation technology. This will allow Walmart to test out the
ACT by asking Libramation for web or live demonstrations. The form can be found on the Demo section of the
website.

Customized Design and Consultation

3
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The design team will work with Walmart to make sure the sorting system is custom to the layout of the current
store. They will design the system based on the building and service model. This allows for flexibility in the
number of return sections as well as the number of bins required for the departments. The modular design
starts with 3 bins and could later expand to multiple sections.
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Contact Us
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Our Team

Amsal Gilani

Azim Jiwani

Ria Chakraborty

Email: amsalgilani@gmail.com
LinkedIn: Amsal Gilani

Email: azimjiwani4@gmail.com
LinkedIn: Azim Jiwani

Email: riachakraborty4@gmail.com
LinkedIn: Ria Chakraborty
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TKS + Walmart Challenge

On A More Personal Note

Dear Walmart,
We’d like to personally thank you for this wonderful opportunity to contribute our part to help improve
Walmart’s customer experience while lowering costs. This experience has equipped us with so many real life
experiences and valuable knowledge which will help us take on future projects.
We hope we were able to make an impact on Walmart’s returns process. Please feel free to contact us
through email or LinkedIn. We would love to hear any questions or comments you have in regards to our
recommendation.
Let us know if you have any opportunities for us to help Walmart in the future as well! Our hope is that
Walmart succeeds in keeping its customer experience top notch and keep it as the best supercentre. Save
Money. Live Better.
Best Regards,
Amsal, Azim & Ria

amsalgilani@gmail.com
azimjiwani4@gmail.com
riachakraborty4@gmail.com
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